




Family Tradition 
With Family Pride
Shouldice Designer Stone has a long and proud history of Innovation, 
Quality and Service. We believe that an unwavering customer-first 
orientation, attention to detail, and a persistent dedication to continuous 
improvement has allowed us to become the industry leader and will 
continue to distinguish us far into our future.

Our commitment to these values brings you, our customer, a world of 
beauty, variety and style unmatched in the building products industry. 
Allow your imagination to roam freely through the pages of this 
catalogue. Envision the endless possibilities and custom combinations 
that can be yours.

Steve & Brad Shouldice



Shouldice Designer Stone is proudly 100% Canadian owned/operated and 
currently under third generation family management.

Shouldice has a rich history characterized by a commitment to Innovation, Quality, 
and Service. Since 1947 we have responded to the times, both economic and 
technological, to develop and produce creative, high-quality products that exceed 
consumer expectations. 

Coupled with our customer-first orientation, this flexibility has allowed us to 
establish and maintain a leadership position in the stone and veneer products 
industry. Our products are increasingly utilized in projects of distinction on all 
modes of construction across North America. 

Our History
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• The transformation of standard concrete block into 
decorative concrete block through the offering of a 
broad spectrum of solid and blended colours. 

• The introduction of Designer Stone. Modifications 
to the production process and extensive research 
and development marked the genesis of our 
manufactured stone. 

• The introduction of our Architectural Collection 
complemented the broad spectrum of existing 
Designer Stone choices. These Architectural 
Products transformed blocks of concrete into 
exclusive sizes and shapes for a dynamic expression 
on all modes of construction. 

• The corporate name of Shouldice Cement Products 
Limited changed to Shouldice Designer Stone Limited. 
The new corporate name better reflected the nature of 
the business as stone profiles came to represent the 
major portion of sales. 

• The introduction of Fusion Stone, a patented, 
mechanically fastened system based on thin veneer 
stone that can be installed on all interior and exterior 
walls using stainless steel screws and clips. Fusion 
Stone made masonry practically accessible to the  
Do-It-Yourself market for the very first time.

Over 65 years of dedication 
to family values and 
Innovation, Quality, and Service:

Today, after more than 65 years, we take great pride in the products we produce and the wonderful 
relationships we are privileged to enjoy. We eagerly look forward to another 65 years of Innovation, 
Quality, and Service.

Rob & Bev Shouldice



Innovation
In a rapidly and ever changing environment innovation is not only desirable but a survival and growth necessity. 
Since our founding in 1947 we have purposefully adhered to a strategic commitment to innovation. 

Our advanced research and development lab is dedicated to the full time quest 
for better technologies, better methodologies, better components and better 
products. This dedication has established us on the leading edge of product 
development in the stone business.

Our continuing quest for the new and the better has, time and again, 
brought delighted satisfaction to our many customers. From our unique and 
comprehensive palette of integral colours, to our wide variety of accessory 
styles, and the world’s 1st mechanically fastened thin stone DIY system, our 
single-minded goal is to transform your dreams and turn imagination into reality.
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Quality
Producing a consistently high quality product doesn’t happen by 
chance. Shouldice Designer Stone has become the premier choice 
of architects, designers, contractors, masons, corporations, and 
homeowners who are looking for the very best this industry has 
to offer.

Choosing Shouldice quality fulfills your dreams with not only lasting 
beauty but also real world investment value. There is nothing like 
stone to enhance the beauty of a home or to make a statement 
about your good taste, your consideration for future sustainability 
and your financial wisdom.

There are many things that contribute to our guarantee of high 
quality standards:

• We operate a full time quality control department dedicated to ensuring that our customers 
have only products of the highest quality with which to satisfy their creative desires. 

• Operating from a single manufacturing facility provides us with comprehensive control over 
all aspects of the manufacturing process. 

• Our state-of-the-art technology and equipment ensure Shouldice Designer Stone is produced 
only to highest quality standards that our customers can trust with absolute confidence. 

• We have access to a very large supply of what is regarded as the best quality aggregate in 
the country. This not only guarantees quality but also consistency between colour lots. 

• We are proud of our craftsmen that have decades of experience in meeting the exacting 
standards of architects and homeowners wishing to reflect their professional or personal 
creative visions.

The combination of our stone and your professional installer enhance your investment value with 
stunning curb appeal. We are always happy to provide advice and recommendations for expert 
installation services appropriate to your particular needs.



Service
Service is what gives real meaning and value to our customers from our commitment to Innovation 
and Quality. We strive everyday to ensure that our customers benefit from the innovative and 
unsurpassed quality, beauty, and range of Shouldice Designer Stone products by providing an 
equally high level of customer service. 

You can pursue your design aspirations with confidence, knowing that we are here to support, 
advise and so much more. We are the only coast-to-coast full service, comprehensive masonry 
manufacturer/supplier in North America. We manufacture, sell and ship from a single location. 
As a result, we can guarantee product quality, colour consistency, and reliable delivery. As 
well, we can satisfy virtually all supply requirements including those of national commercial 
customers such as large retail chains.

Shouldice offers the industry’s most extensive and comprehensive line of stone products, 
accents and accessories. We provide a range of full bed depth, load bearing and thin stone 
solutions to satisfy virtually any application requirement. There need be no limits to your 
inspirational or aspirational motivations. 
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Lifetime Warranty
Shouldice Designer Stone (est.1947) has built a reputation as the industry leader for Innovation, 
Quality, and Service. Our products exceed the standards of CSA A165 Series-04, ASTMC55-11, 
and ASTMC90-13 specifications. 

The added inclusion of an integral water repellent and an organic colour oxide throughout the 
body of all Shouldice Stone products minimizes moisture penetration and efflorescence while 
ensuring colour fastness. 

Shouldice offers a Lifetime Warranty for all its products provided the initial purchaser is the owner 
of the products, the products are used according to local building codes and the products are 
installed according to specifications and installation guidelines.
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a.  Commercial Retail Complex Feature, Architectural Stone – Chamois Tapestry Pg 46
b.  Custom Residential Feature, Q-stone and Newport – Cambria  Pg 30
c.  Custom Residential Home, Newport Stone – Amabel Pg 30, Pearl White Window Surrounds Pg 62, Stencil Stone Pg 66
d.  School, Architectural Stone – Pearl White Tapestry Pg 46, Corner Stones Pg 56
e.  Interior Feature Wall, Great Lakes Stone – Brindle Pg 70
f.   Residential Home, Estate Stone – Kingston Pg 24
g.  Church, Architectural Stone – Moss Pg 48



Endless Possibilities 
Realize Your Dreams
Inside or Out…Big or Small…Institutional or Personal…Traditional or 
Contemporary – Shouldice transforms stone into an emotional response that 
will take your breath away. Our Residential, Architectural and other stone 
varieties and accessories can be applied independently or in endless, 
stunning combinations. The only limitation is how far you choose to stretch 
your imagination and creative spirit.
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Endless Possibilities



Stone Accents 
Turn Great Into Fabulous
Just as in speech, using our stone as an accent imparts an immediate sense 
of interest, depth, colour and richness to your home. Our vast array of accent 
possibilities beautifully complements wood, stucco, siding, and virtually any 
other exterior finish. Shouldice has just the right style, colour, and texture to 
grace your home with a custom attitude that precisely reflects your creativity, 
design sense and personality.
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Stone Accents

a.  Commercial Feature, Architectural Stone – Pewter Pg 46
b.  Town Home, Architectural Stone – Pearl White Tapestry Pg 46, Super Sills Pg 60, Window Surrounds Pg 62
c.  Custom Residential Home, Estate Stone – Laurier Pg 24, Super Sills Pg 60 
d.  Custom Residential Home, Q-Stone – Cambria Pg 28, Chamois Window Surrounds Pg 62, 824 Super Sill Pg 60
e.  Custom Residential Home, Estate Stone – Hampton Pg 24, 424 Super Sills Pg 60
f.   Stone Entry Way, Estate Stone – Norton Pg 24, 424 Super Sills Pg 60
g.  Custom Residential Home, Shale Stone – Tundra Pg 26, Charington Gem Stone Emerald Pg 58
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a.  Residential Home Back Patio, Shale Stone – Hudson, Tundra Pg 26
b.  Custom Retail Complex, Q-Stone – Cambria Pg 28, Charington Gem Stone Topaz Pg 59
c.  Estate Stone - Norton, Frontenac and Hampton Blend Pg 24
d.  Custom Residential Home, Newport Stone – Amabel Pg 30, Q-Stone – Amabel Pg 28, Pearl White Window Surrounds Pg 62, Gem Stone Pg 58
e.  Custom Residential Home, Estate Stone – Hampton / Laurier Blend Pg 24
f.   Restaurant, Architectural Stone – Pearl White, Executive Grey, Dover Tapestry
g.  Commercial Retail, Q-Stone – Cambria, Almond Pg 28



Express yourself with 
Custom Blends
Must stone be staid, conservative, and lack imagination? Absolutely NOT!
Shouldice Designer Stone is available in a prodigious array of types, styles, 
sizes, colours, textures, and more. Let your imagination be your guide as 
you experiment with the almost limitless options. Mix Residential with 
Architectural, insert a daring accent here and a custom colour or shape 
there. Go ahead, experience the thrill of self-expression!

ge

Custom Blends
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The Corporate Choice
Shouldice has been privileged to be the supplier of choice for some of 
the biggest brands in corporate North America. We are thrilled that these 
demanding customers have validated our commitment and dedication to 
Innovation, Quality, and Service. Our single source supply capability allows us 
to guarantee product consistency coast-to-coast, a crucially important benefit 
for organizations doing business on a national or North American scale.
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The Corporate Choice

a.  Restaurant, Architectural Stone – Chamois Pg 46
b.  Restaurant, Architectural Stone – Pearl White, Executive Grey Tapestry Pg 46
c.  Restaurant, Architectural Stone – Galaxy, MJ Tapestry Pg 46
d.  Restaurant, Architectural Stone – Colby, Executive Grey, Pearl White Tapestry Pg 46
e.  Coffee Shop, Architectural Stone – Chamois Tapestry Pg 46, Super Sills Pg 60, Gem Stone Pg 58
f.   Commercial Retail Complex, Galaxy Pg 46
g.  Commercial Retail Complex, Estate Stone – Laurier Pg 24



Contemporary Design
One of the many virtues of Shouldice Designer Stone is how well it translates 
the most modern and wide ranging contemporary design requirements. 
Whether straight lines and smooth texture or a swooping profile complemented 
by multiple accents, custom facings and colours, Shouldice has the solution 
to the most demanding modern design challenge.
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a.  Custom Architectural Feature, Architectural Stone – Pearl White Pg 46
b.  Custom Home, Architectural Stone – Chamois Tapestry Pg 46
c.  Custom Home, Estate Stone – Hampton Pg 24, Architectural Stone – Chamois Pg 46
d.  Custom Home, Architectural Stone – Galaxy Tex-Stone Pg 46
e.  University Campus Building, Architectural Stone – Pearl White Tapestry Pg 46
f.  Custom Home, Architectural Stone – Executive Grey Tapestry Pg 46
g.  Hotel, Architectural Stone – Pearl White Tex-Stone Pg 46
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Contemporary Design
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Custom Expressions
Let us transform your vision into distinctive reality with our cut-to-order 
stone. From architect drawings or customer specifications, our estimators 
will prepare pricing and a “3D” version for pre-production approval. Offering 
an impressive selection of raw materials including Limestone, Granite, 
Dolomite, Sandstone, and Silica Stone we are proud to be experts in the 
custom stone industry. Made to satisfy your specific custom requirements, 
we offer surrounds of all types: mouldings, sills, keystones, mantelpieces, 
architectural sculptures, handcrafted stone carving, and balcony re-facing.

f
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Custom Expressions

a.  Retail complex feature, Architectural Stone – Custom Colour
b.  Church, Architectural Stone – Chamois Pg 46
c.  Custom ICI project Feature wall, Charington collection Pearl White Pg 62 
d.  Retail Complex, Architectural Stone – Chamois Pg 46
e.  Retail Complex Feature, Gem stone Pg 58
f.   Custom Residential Built Home, Architectural Stone – Pearl White Pg 46
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Newport – Rideau 

Estate – Frontenac

Estate – Kingston



Estate Stone
Our best selling Estate Stone has a pronounced surface that reflects a 
stunning natural stone appearance. Beyond this immediate physical attribute 
Estate Stone evokes a sense of classic style and luxury that adds intrinsic 
value while making a bold statement about you and your home. 

Estate Stone is available in 4", 8" and 12" heights, sizes are pre-blended.

FrontenacBradford

Hampton

Brockton

Laurier

Norton

Wiarton

Kingston
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Residential - Estate Stone

Hampton

Kingston



Shale Stone
Shale Stone is unique in the marketplace. It elicits distinct impressions of 
legacy, permanence, protection and strength that you and your family will 
take pride in for years to come. Shale Stone has a striking, rounded rocky 
surface that creates a powerful, natural stone wall presentation.

Shale Stone is available in 3" to 10" heights, sizes are pre-blended. 

SlateSedonaHudson Tundra
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Tundra



Residential - Shale Stone

Hudson
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Cambria



Q-Stone
Q-Stone features a distinctly antiqued rock face with larger stones 
than most product offerings. These are harmoniously blended together 
into a rugged, yet timelessly beautiful effect. A broad range of colour 
tones is available to create a truly unique and personalized design. 
Shouldice Quality backs all of this for a lifetime of performance. 

Q-Stone is available in 6" and 12" heights.

Residential - Q-Stone

RideauCambria

BelmontAmabel

AlmondAberdeen

SterlingSilverado



Newport Stone
Newport Stone has two stone sizes that combine to produce a striking 
and distinctly natural look. A percentage of the stones have a rocked 
profile to add depth, substance and intensity to any wall. This evokes 
an arresting impression of enduring and assured discernment. 

Newport Stone is available in 4" and 8" heights, sizes are pre-blended.

Rideau

Cambria

Almond

Amabel

Aberdeen

Silverado

Sterling
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Cambria



Residential - Newport Stone

Rideau



Antique Stone
One of our original profiles, Antique Stone is a clear testament to the 
adage that classics never die. As its name implies this stone recalls 
times past and arouses a sense of affection, pride and heritage.

This highly popular product, developed for its natural beauty and ease 
of installation, has a record of proven performance on thousands of 
North American homes. Shouldice Quality, of course, backs Antique 
Stone for a lifetime of carefree performance. 

Antique Stone is available in 4" and 8" heights.

Rideau

Cambria

Almond

Amabel

Aberdeen

Silverado

Sterling
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Cambria



Residential - Antique Stone

Rideau



Metro
Metro Brick and Stone demonstrate how tradition can be expressed in a contemporary form. 
The profile of Metro Stone and Brick retains its heritage but is slightly attenuated to reflect an 
avant-garde style. 

Metro Brick and Stone are available in two antithetic colours, Galaxy and Pearl White. Pearl 
White is distinguished by its bright, highly visible modernity, boldly proclaiming a contemporary 
spirit and solidly rooted legacy. Galaxy, a subdued charcoal with an amethyst hue expresses 
understated elegance with an up-to-date flair.

Pearl White Galaxy
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Metro Stone
Metro Stone is manufactured as a two height stone 
in a variety of lengths. This size amalgam and 
subtle texture combine to assert an exceptional 
transformation from yesterday to today. 

Metro Brick
Metro Brick has been manufactured with a 7:1 aspect 
ratio that conveys an ultra modern, elongated and 
uniform representation of the distinction and security 
associated with brick. 

Residential - Metro Stone & Metro Brick

Pearl White Galaxy



MJ Stone
MJ Stone is a standard brick size but its distinctive and classic appearance 
is not standard at all. MJ Stone has an antique texture and a variety of earth 
tone colour blends. These produce outstanding results on their own or, 
in combination with one of our many stone profiles, attain an outcome of 
compelling custom design and uncompromising beauty. Shouldice Quality 
backs all of this for a lifetime of performance.

MJ Stone is available in 4" height.
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Residential - MJ Stone

Rideau

Cambria

Amabel

Sterling

Almond

Aberdeen

Silverado
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Kingston

Hampton



Saratoga Brick
Saratoga Brick is a traditional, brick sized stone. Its innovative 
pressed-face texture and wide variety of earth tone colour 
blends make it a great choice for either traditional or 
contemporary applications.

Alternatively, working with our other stone profiles, Saratoga is 
a versatile performer as the primary stone, secondary player or 
as a design accent.  Whatever your choice, Shouldice Quality 
guarantees Saratoga Brick for a lifetime of performance and 
peace of mind.    

Saratoga Brick is available in 4" height.

Residential - Saratoga Brick

LaurierKingston

HamptonFrontenac

BrocktonBradford

WiartonNorton





PRODUCT GUIDE
ARCHITECTURAL
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Custom Blend - Dover, Executive Grey & Galaxy



Architectural Stone
Shouldice Architectural Stone is available in such an extensive variety of sizes, colours, 
and finishes that we can satisfy the requirements of the most expansive design imagination, 
especially if that imagination is looking to mix and match.

Choose from 5 hollow core unit sizes and 8 stretcher size alternatives as standards. That’s 
only the beginning as you may select from 24 colour variations in each of 3 texture finishes 
(Rock Stone, Tapestry, and Tex Stone), organized into our Standard, Legacy, and Elite series 
options.

The custom possibilities are virtually endless to conceive, design and complete an effectually 
maintenance-free, enduring project of superb, complex beauty and compelling distinction.

Architectural - Architectural Stone

Pewter
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Chamois



Architectural - Architectural Stone

Pearl White
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Dover



Architectural - Architectural Stone

Chamois

Chamois



All units are available in metric and imperial sizes.
Load-Bearing Stone & Veneer Profiles

Hollow Core
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4" x 8" x 16" 
(90 x 190 x 390)

6" x 8" x 16"
(140 x 190 x 390)

8" x 8" x 16"
(190 x 190 x 390) 

10" x 8" x 16" 
(240 x 190 x 390)

12" x 8" x 16" 
(290 x 190 x 390)

Solid Units
4” x 4” x 12”

(90 x 90 x 210)

4” x 4” x 16”
(90 x 90 x 390)

4” x 8” x 16”
(90 x 190 x 390)

4” x 4” x 24”
(90 x 90 x 590)

4” x 6” x 24”
(90 x 140 x 590)

4” x 8” x 24”
(90 x 190 x 590)

4” x 12” x 24”
(90 x 290 x 590)

4” x 16” x 24”
(90 x 390 x 590)

4" x 4" x 12" 
(90 x 90 x 290)

4" x 6" x 24" 
(90 x 140 x 590)

4" x 4" x 16" 
(90 x 90 x 390)

4" x 8" x 16" 
(90 x 190 x 390)

4" x 8" x 24" 
(90 x 190 x 590)

4" x 4" x 24" 
(90 x 90 x 590)

4" x 12" x 24" 
(90 x 290 x 590)

4" x 16" x 24" 
(90 x 390 x 590)



Architectural - Colour Palettes 

SS  =  Standard Series    LS  =  Legacy Series    ES  =  Elite Series

Pearl White - SS

Galaxy - LS

Balon - LS

Desert Buff - SS

Ultra White - ES

Briar - SS

Executive Grey - SS

Sonoma - LS

Suede - LS

Cambria - LS

Moss - ES

Pewter - LS

Antique Bronze - SS

Dover - LS

Coral - LS

Crystal White - LS

Prairie - LS

Chamois - SS

Tulsa - LS

Chestnut - LS

Colby - ES

Latte - LS

Nordic - LS

Silverado - LS

Tapestry



SS  =  Standard Series    LS  =  Legacy Series    ES  =  Elite SeriesRock-Stone

Ultra  White – ES Moss – ES Pr airie – LS Nordic – LS

Pearl White - SS

Galaxy - LS

Balon - LS

Desert Buff - SS

Ultra White - ES

Briar - SS

Executive Grey - SS

Sonoma - LS

Suede - LS

Cambria - LS

Moss - ES

Pewter - LS

Antique Bronze - SS

Dover - LS

Coral - LS

Crystal White - LS

Prairie - LS

Chamois - SS

Tulsa - LS

Chestnut - LS

Colby - ES

Latte - LS

Nordic - LS

Silverado - LS
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Architectural - Colour Palettes 

Pearl White - SS

Galaxy - LS

Balon - LS

Desert Buff - SS

Ultra White - ES

Briar - SS

Executive Grey - SS

Sonoma - LS

Suede - LS

Cambria - LS

Moss - ES

Pewter - LS

Antique Bronze - SS

Dover - LS

Coral - LS

Crystal White - LS

Prairie - LS

Chamois - SS

Tulsa - LS

Chestnut - LS

Colby - ES

Latte - LS

Nordic - LS

Silverado - LS

SS  =  Standard Series    LS  =  Legacy Series    ES  =  Elite Series Tex-Stone



Architectural Block
Shouldice Architectural Block is produced in many size variations with almost endless, 
stunning colour options. If this is not enough we can custom reproduce almost any colour 
you may desire.

With so many alternatives from which to choose you can elevate the traditional stature of basic 
block into a unique, distinctive, and striking custom result.
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Executive Grey & Desert Buff



Architectural - Architectural Block

Dover

Almond & Pearl White



Eco Stone
This entry-level stone, available in a standard 90mm x 190mm x 390mm size for 
quick and easy installation is a regular inventory item. The three Natural Finish 
colours - Tan, Black, and White emulate a soft, twin-tone look. These classic, tone 
on tone shades (black and a darker black are blended together to create ‘Black’) 
are perfect in limitless applications.

Each piece is a corner so installation is simple, direct and convenient.

Eco Stone is a great value crowd pleaser and is absolutely the answer for Quality, 
Efficiency, and Appearance.

Tan Black
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Architectural - Eco Stone

White



Executive Grey & Pearl White

Cambria & Chamois

Cambria & Chamois



PRODUCT GUIDE



WINK

CORNER
STONE

GOTHIC ARCH

KEYSTONES & 
WINGS

CANDLE STENCIL 
STONE

JACK ARCH424 SILLS
or 436 SILLS

SPRINGERS CHICKLET

STUART ARCH

GEORGIAN
ARCH

ROMAN ARCH

TUDOR HEADER

OVAL

824 SILLS

CUSTOM
ARCH

QUOINS

SHOE

Charington
The difference is in the details. Take pride in Charington’s added touch to give your home irresistible 
appeal and distinctive personality. Choose from a wide range of accent types in classic to contemporary 
styles or let us help you custom design something special that communicates your own imaginative 
flair and character.
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Charington

WINK

CORNER
STONE

GOTHIC ARCH

KEYSTONES & 
WINGS

CANDLE STENCIL 
STONE

JACK ARCH424 SILLS
or 436 SILLS

SPRINGERS CHICKLET

STUART ARCH

GEORGIAN
ARCH

ROMAN ARCH

TUDOR HEADER

OVAL

824 SILLS

CUSTOM
ARCH

QUOINS

SHOE



Corner Stone
Corner Stones are a Shouldice Designer Stone innovation. 
They were conceived to impart a visual bearing of volume 
and mass uncommon to typical veneer. All Corner Stones 
are custom crafted by skilled artisans to interpret the 
essence of your innovative spirit.

60

4'' x 4'' x 24'' & 12'' Custom Sizes Available
Metric Sizes Available

4'' x 6'' x 24'' & 12'' 4'' x 8'' x 24'' & 12''

4'' x 12'' x 24'' & 12'' 4'' x 16'' x 24'' & 12''

Pearl White

Chamois



Charington - Corner Stone

Cambria & Chamois

Chamois



Gem Stone
Charington Gem Stone redefines the typical notion of architectural 
accents. Eclipsing the decorative, Gem Stone transforms the ordinary into 
extraordinary with classic intonations of harmony and distinction. They can 
be applied as window and door surrounds, banding or as capitals to name 
only a few. Choose one of the many Gem Stones or allow our design team to 
help realize your vision with a custom creation.   
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Emerald Opal Ruby Sapphire Topaz Flutonia Diamond Jade

6 3/8
162mm

5 9/16
141mm

Almond

Silverado

Chamois & Rideau



Charington - Gem Stone

Emerald Opal Ruby Sapphire Topaz Flutonia Diamond Jade

6 3/8
162mm

5 9/16
141mm

Chamois



Super Sills
Our diverse selection of Super Sills serves to contrast with or conform to more 
prominent design elements according to your desire and creative style. The variety 
of available heights and profiles also allows Super Sills to be employed in an array 
of applications ranging from a window sill to a transition from stone to brick or any 
other siding feature.
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424 Tapestry
(Tex-Stone)

90mm

140mm

45º

424 Watertable

90mm

140mm

424 Jade

90mm

140mm

424 Full Radius

90mm

140mm

424 Rock-Stone

140mm

90mm

424 Sloped

90mm

140mm

85mm



Charington - Super Sills

224 Sloped 224 Full Radius

824 Watertable 824 Sloped

224 Rock-Stone

140mm

55mm

140mm

224 Tapestry
 (Tex-Stone)

140mm

55mm 55mm

140mm

55mm

45º

5 9 /16”

140mm

195mm

90mm
60º

140mm

90mm

195mm

824 Tapestry
(Tex-Stone)

140mm

195mm

824 Rock-Stone

140mm

195mm

Rideau Rideau
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Window Surrounds
Charington Custom Surrounds are hand-crafted to create a visual presence of 
refinement and discriminating style. Available in multiple colours and textures, 
Custom Surrounds impart a unique measure of accented variation to any window 
or opening. To satisfy the demands of your imaginative force our skilled craftsmen 
can create designs that reflect your individual sensitivity.

Georgian 

Custom

Tudor RomanStuart

Circle Oval



Charington - Window Surroundings

Rideau & Sterling

Cambria
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Rideau

Silverado & Pearl White



Charington - Accessories

Charington
Accessories
Charington Accessories contribute subtle, nuanced 
details to any project. Shouldice Designer Stone offers 
a comprehensive array of accessory accents that complete 
any project with individuality and distinctive attitude.

1 2 7 8

27 3/4”
705mm

Field 
Cut 

Centre

Standard Candle

Sterling & Pearl White
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Kingston & Pearl White



Charington - Stencil Stone

Stencil Stones
Stencil Stones are the ultimate expression of personalization and the final creative touch to 
add unique and permanent distinction to your home. They impart a particular bearing of 
refinement, unlike any other detail, that evokes a time when superb quality craftsmanship 
was the standard and each home had its own exceptional and memorable story to tell.

Stencil Stones, available in many sizes and colours, uniquely articulate and express your 
personal taste and individuality.

4" x 8" x 16" 
(90 x 190 x 390)

4" x 8" x 24" 
(90 x 190 x 590)

Custom 
Sizes Available

4" x 12" x 24" 
(90 x 290 x 590)

4" x 16" x 24" 
(90 x 390 x 590)



“Fusion” is defined as “a merging of diverse, distinct, or separate 
elements into a unified whole”. So it is with Fusion Stone; the coming 
together of the beauty, strength, and maintenance-free characteristics 
of traditional stone with the ease of installation and affordability of 
stone veneer. Truly the best of both worlds!

Fusion Stone is an easy and budget-friendly way to beautifully upgrade 
your home, inside and out. A patented Shouldice innovation, Fusion 
Stone is a thin stone veneer that is easily installed with the included 
stainless steel clips & screws. You just screw it to the wall and it’s 
“Hooked for Life”. 

Available in three distinct textures, all backed by a Lifetime Guarantee, 
Fusion Stone can be installed on both new and existing wall assemblies 
in any weather, by anyone. With just a few basic tools your average 
home handyperson is transformed into a Fusion Stone expert!

Do-it-yourself Masonry
Product Guide



Great Lakes Brindle

Great Lakes Raven

Phoenix Cambria



Great Lakes Stone 
Great Lakes is our best-selling Fusion Stone system for a reason. It fuses together ease of 
installation, no mortar convenience, a rugged, traditional visual effect, and a colour selection 
you will love. Choose from the distinctive rusty and charcoal multi-hues of Brindle, the more 
relaxed, subdued tones of Raven or, the contemporary, rich and cloudy overtones of Carbon 
and the more subtle resonance of dusky Fawn. Nothing beats Great Lakes for elegance and 
fabulous good looks.
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Fusion Stone - Great Lakes Stone

Raven

Fawn

Brindle

Carbon

Brindle

Brindle



Dry-Stack Stone
Dry-Stack  Fusion Stone derives its name from the innovative 
feature of no mortar installation that translates into the much 
valued benefit of an easy, no mess application. 

Dry-Stack produces an amazingly uniform and highly 
finished appearance to be admired for a lifetime. The 
self-defining Caramel and Charcoal colour selections 
are difficult to choose between but both offer stunning 
nuances of discriminating good taste.

Charcoal

Caramel
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Caramel



Fusion Stone - Dry-Stack Stone

Charcoal

Caramel
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Cambria



Fusion Stone - Phoenix Stone

Phoenix Stone
The classic style  Phoenix  Fusion Stone system incorporates mortar. This 
traditional bonding agent makes a significant contribution to an elegantly 
handsome and professionally finished appearance you’ll be proud of. 

The only challenge for you will be choosing between Cambria and Silverado, 
the two gorgeous Phoenix colours. That, and convincing your astonished 
friends it is a veneer! 

Silverado

Cambria

Cambria
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Fusion Accessories
Complete the job with the perfect finishing touch. Add Fusion Stone accessories 
to give your project the custom appeal it deserves.

ChamoisAshCocoa



Fusion Stone - Accessories

Border 8" x 24" - Tex

Fusion Rock Sill - 24" Stencil Stone 190mm x 390mm

Stencil Stone 5" x 12"

Stencil Stone 10" x 16" 

Sloped Sill - 20"

Round Box - 8" x 10"

Rectangle Box - 8" x 10"



Hi Pressure and Water Repellant
The Shouldice Designer Stone Architectural Collection is 
Hi-Pressure and Water Repellant Building Units that may 
be used on Building Envelopes or incorporated in design 
to Accent and Complement completed Wall Systems.

Use at Grade Level
The Architectural Collection may be used at Grade Level 
Applications and Incorporates Integral Water Repellents 
throughout each unit for a Lifetime of Performance. 
Tapestry, Tex-Stone and Rock-Stone are available in a 
Full Complement of sizes for Load-Bearing and Non 
Load-Bearing Applications.

Exceeds code
The Shouldice Designer Stone Architectural Collection 
is manufactured to exceed Code Standards of the CSA 
Standard A165 Series-04, the ASTM C 90-13 and ASTM C 
55-11 Specifications. 

A Lifetime of Performance

Mould 
Protection

Storm 
Protection

Fire 
Protection

Freeze Thaw 
Protection

Investment 
Protection

Vandalism 
Protection

Load 
Bearing 

Sound 
Protection
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1. The Mass Factor for Energy    
    Performance 
    (EA) Credit 1 

2. Construction Waste Management 
    (MR) Credits 2.1 & 2.2

3. Recycled Content 
    (MR) Credits 4.1 & 4.2

4. Local/Regional Material Use 
    (MR) Credits 5.1 & 5.2

5. Durable Building
    (MR) Credit 8

6. Flexible by Design 
    (ID) Credit 1.x

7. Fire Resistance 
    (ID) Credit 1.x

8. Buildings with Minimal Maintenance 
    (ID) Credit 1.x

9. Resource Protection 
    (ID) Credit 1.x

10. Designed for Disassembly 
      (ID) Credit 1.x

Technical Specs

The Key Top 10 LEED benefits realized include...

Stone Masonry Unit Test Report

Minimum Compressive Strength

                                                 MPA

                                                 (PSI)

AVG.

25

(1900)

IND.

21.21

(1700)

1

37.1

(5384)

2

39.1

(5667)

3

29.0

(4211)

4

30.3

(4386)

5

29.3

(4253)

AVG

33.0

(4780)

Oven Dry Mass Density,      Kg/m3

                                          (lbs/cu ft)

2000

(125)

2110

(132)

2065

(129)

2093

(131)

2106

(132)

2135

(133)

2102

(132)

Maximum Water Absorption,

Percent by Mass 8 5.9 7.2 6.8 5.1 6.3 6.3

Type I-25
(I) ARCHITECTURAL UNITS

CSA Standard A165 Series-04
(ASTM C55-11 & C90-13)

Shouldice Designer Stone Collection
Exceeds Code



The natural 
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